
 

Researchers Reprogram Human Induced
Pluripotent Stem Cells

January 27 2009

For the first time, UCLA researchers have reprogrammed human
induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells into the cells that eventually become
eggs and sperm, possibly opening the door for new treatments for
infertility using patient-specific cells.

The iPS cells were coaxed into forming germ line precursor cells which
include genetic material that may be passed on to a child. The study
appears today in the early online edition of the peer-reviewed journal 
Stem Cells.

“This finding could be important for people who are rendered infertile
through disease or injury. We may, one day, be able to replace the germ
cells that are lost,” said Amander Clark, a Broad Stem Cell Research
Center scientist and senior author of the study. “And these germ cells
would be specific and genetically related to that patient.”

Theoretically, an infertile patient’s skin cells, for example, could be
taken and reprogrammed into iPS cells, which, like embryonic stem
cells, have the ability to become every cell type in the human body.
Those cells could then be transformed into germ line precursor cells that
would eventually become eggs and sperm. Clark cautioned, however,
that scientists are still many years from using these cells in patients to
treat infertility. There is still much to be learned about the process of
making high quality germ cells in the lab.In another important finding,
Clark’s team discovered that the germ line cells generated from human
iPS cells were not the same as the germ line cells derived from human
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embryonic stem cells. Certain vital regulatory processes were not
performed correctly in the human iPS derived germ cells, said Clark, an
assistant professor of molecular, cell and developmental biology.

So it’s crucial, Clark contends, that work continue on the more
controversial human embryonic stem cells that come from donated,
excess material from in vitro fertilization that would otherwise be
destroyed.

When germ cells are formed, they need to undergo a specific series of
biological processes, an essential one being the regulation of imprinted
genes. This is required for the germ cells to function correctly. If these
processes are not performed the resulting eggs or sperm, are at high risk
for not working as they should. This has significant consequences, given
that the desired outcome is a healthy child.

“Further research is needed to determine if germ line cells derived from
iPS cells, particularly those which have not been created by retroviral
integration, have the ability to correctly regulate themselves like the cells
derived from human embryonic stem cells do,” Clark said. “When we
looked at the germ cells derived from embryonic stem cells, we found
that they regulated as expected, whereas those from the iPS cells were
not regulated in the same way. We need to do much more work on this
to find out why.”

Clark and her team plan to examine more iPS cell lines and evaluate the
resulting germ cells derived from them to determine if the incorrect
regulation remains a problem.

Creating germ cells from embryonic stem cells is challenging and the
resulting proportions are low - about 10 percent of embryonic stem cells
go on to become germ cells. Clark said creating germ cells from iPS
cells proved just as challenging. Putting the iPS cells in an environment
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where germ cells thrive naturally, among fetal gonadal cells, proved to be
the key.

Infertility affects about 15 percent of Americans. Current treatments
include donor eggs and sperm and surrogacy. If germ cells can be
derived from a patients own adult cells using reprogramming followed
by germ cell differentiation, this adds an important strategy into the tool
box of options currently available to treat infertility, Clark said. A man
with a low sperm count, for example, may be able to have more of his
own sperm generated to fertilize his partner’s egg.

The study took about 2 ½ years, first focusing on growing germ cells
from human embryonic stem cells and then from iPS cells. It took just
seven days to get germ line precursor cells from the iPS cells, once Clark
and her team landed on the appropriate culture environment.
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